Intelligent valve technology from Switzerland. For the entire world.
Showing strength! And proactively shaping the future of the company – this is the idea behind our decision to operate in the global market under the Wey brand. As from now!

The right way
SISTAG and Wey – two names that have always been inseparably linked. This is hardly surprising since Wey has been the company’s trademark since the nineteen seventies. Everything that was marketed under the Wey brand was – and still is – developed, manufactured and sold by SISTAG. And as we do not plan to change this, we have decided to give less visibility to the SISTAG name. From now on, Wey is the way to go!

Traditionally innovative
Wey products satisfy the most demanding requirements in valve technology. They stand for cutting-edge technology, long life and cost effectiveness. Our many years of experience enable us to come up with innovative solutions, even where complex boundary conditions demand special and tailored solutions. Our know-how translates into sound advice, unrivalled product competence and top service. The aim: to provide superior safety and achieve customer satisfaction right from the start. That’s the Wey. Always has been and always will be.
You can rely on Wey products and services. Year in, year out.

As we are the manufacturers of the products, it is only natural that we know them better than anybody else, and we also know a lot about their practical applications. With our concentrated know-how, we deliver high quality work for a broad range of often highly sensitive applications – all over the world. Our experience helps us to identify solutions at the earliest stages, when the customer first contacts us for advice. And our solutions work. Generation after generation. Year in, year out.
Wey gives you maximum safety. Every day, around the clock.

Wherever liquid, solid or gaseous media need to be metered, channelled, stopped or collected, Wey does the job safely and reliably with the proverbial precision of the Swiss. Whether it involves water or wastewater. In industrial applications. In environmental engineering. Wey valve technology constantly fulfils the most stringent safety demands. With the technical perfection of Swiss clockwork. Because it has to work for decades. Because mistakes are not forgiven.
A typical Swiss speciality by Wey: Product variety and flexibility

The flexibility of the Wey is proven. It is based on a product portfolio that has grown over the years and was constantly optimized. But this is only part of the story. Because even the best products are no good if you do not know how to use them properly, or if you cannot adapt them to the changing demands on site or specific requests and applications. Wey can do this. A typical Swiss speciality by Wey, it has many tricks and a quality solution up its sleeve.
Power and performance:
This Wey to the top.

Our products perform reliably in the most difficult environments. In the paper industry. In the food industry. In the chemical industry. In the energy sector. In oil production. In the mining industry. Wey valve technology shows all movable materials the way to go – from A for ammonia to Z for zinc. Breaking industrial records along the way. Without ever compromising on safety, and always in conformity with all international process criteria and safety requirements. Because safety is in our DNA.
Long life: Wey products – always at the heart of the action.

Swiss Engineering – in our headquarters in Switzerland, we develop superior products for various markets. They are manufactured in our own production plants in Switzerland or overseas. Wey specialists optimize our products continuously and regularly come up with impressive innovations. They ensure that Wey valves stand the test of time even under the toughest conditions.
The SpeedWey valve features a natural reflex. When it senses danger, it closes in a matter of milliseconds.
Keeping a handle on water. Water technology and flood prevention.

Our broad and flexible range of water control gates, flood prevention and water management products can be tailored to your very own requirements. With technologically accomplished solutions for water and wastewater treatment, collecting and retention basins and for channel and pit constructions, we are one of the world's leading providers in this field.
We also offer a comprehensive range of water management and flood prevention products. Our designs are independent of external energy and environmentally friendly, not least due to their exceptionally economic operation.

In the area of water management, we offer simple and unique products tailored to the task of wastewater, surface water or storm water treatment or drainage management. Our flexible solutions extend to any type of pit and manhole, duct and drain. In many cases, it is the medium that flows through the system that provides the energy for its operation. In the area of flood prevention, our symmetrical systems combine easy and fast installation with total operational safety. Lightweight and yet robust profiles reliably protect human beings, movable assets and facilities against flood risks and other disasters.

*Wey knife gate valves – proven under the toughest conditions*

Manufactured to the most exacting Swiss quality standards, our knife gate valves have been in action all over the world for decades. They owe their 100% process capability to bi-directional zero leakage on pressure and vacuum. Wey valves are suitable for movable fluids of totally different composition and consistency.

Wherever Wey knife gate valves are used, they deliver maximum reliability. Their benefits include failure-free operation, perfect flow pattern design and the optimized gate edge geometry. Another convincing advantage are the low operating costs due to the application-optimized sealing system, which can be repacked at full process pressure without removing the valve from the piping system. Wey knife gate valves satisfy the most demanding requirements profiles and are customized to suit your application.

*Wey water control gates – the market-leading solution*

Our range of water control gates is so versatile and flexible that we are able to offer a precisely customized solution to suit any situation and requirements profile. Technical sophistication, quality and the broad range of applications have earned us the top spot as market leader for water and wastewater management, collecting and retention basins as well as channel and pit constructions.

Wey water control gates do not leak and perform better than rival designs. Their double lip seal and double scraper translates into superior performance and bi-directional zero leakage. An optimized discharge regulation ensures faultless operation. Because of the perfect design and specific material selection with good gliding properties, their operation is comfortable and requires only minimal force. Modular design and maximum corrosion resistance.

*Wey butterfly and check valves combine flexibility with ease of maintenance*

Wherever Wey butterfly and check valves are in action, they work without fail, no matter how difficult the conditions are. As our many years of technical and practical experience have helped us to optimize their design and the choice of materials, they are also easy to maintain. The products from our comprehensive valve range can be tailored to the customer’s specifications.

Wey valves are strong and built to last. The dynamical sealing system, a low torque and zero leakage are their performance characteristics. Vulcanized rubber linings offer long life while designs with exchangeable body lining provide an inexpensive alternative. Metallic sealing designs are available for the toughest demands. Finally, the comprehensive range also includes a choice of actuators.

*Wey butterfl y and check valves – proven under the toughest conditions*

Wherever Wey butterfl y and check valves are in action, they work without fail, no matter how difficult the conditions are. As our many years of technical and practical experience have helped us to optimize their design and the choice of materials, they are also easy to maintain. The products from our comprehensive valve range can be tailored to the customer’s specifications.

Wey valves are strong and built to last. The dynamical sealing system, a low torque and zero leakage are their performance characteristics. Vulcanized rubber linings offer long life while designs with exchangeable body lining provide an inexpensive alternative. Metallic sealing designs are available for the toughest demands. Finally, the comprehensive range also includes a choice of actuators.

*Water management and flood prevention – tested, proven and experienced*

We also offer a comprehensive range of water management and flood prevention products. Our designs are independent of external energy and environmentally friendly, not least due to their exceptionally economic operation.

In the area of water management, we offer simple and unique products tailored to the task of wastewater, surface water or storm water treatment or drainage management. Our flexible solutions extend to any type of pit and manhole, duct and drain. In many cases, it is the medium that flows through the system that provides the energy for its operation. In the area of flood prevention, our symmetrical systems combine easy and fast installation with total operational safety. Lightweight and yet robust profiles reliably protect human beings, movable assets and facilities against flood risks and other disasters.

*Keeps our promise.*

The Wey range.
Wey. Wherever we are needed, all over the world.

Wey products and systems are running worldwide. This is why our Wey consultants and engineers travel all over the world to offer customers exactly what they expect from us: competent advice and valve technology solutions that meet their very own specific needs. This is what we promise, this is what we deliver. Well thought-out solutions. Expert advice. That’s the Wey.
Installation services – with focus on safety
It starts with the comprehensive, competent and tailored advice to our customers and culminates in the expert installation of water control gates and water management products by our installation service. Our experienced engineers have detailed knowledge about all specific applications of our products and treat the co-ordination of the installation work with the involved engineers and builders as a priority. Wherever old products need to be replaced, our engineers carry out advance on-site reconnaissance to ensure there are no hiccups during installation.

Service – friendly and flexible
Customer satisfaction is our service mission. We recognize customer support and specialist services – for instance installation, commissioning and maintenance – as an important part of our service portfolio, one that has the power to differentiate us from our competitors. Where necessary, repairs will be carried out on site or in our plants (depending on complexity). With three service teams, we are flexible and quickly on site when we are needed. In addition, our experts are not only familiar with our own products, they also have all the necessary know-how about actuators and pneumatic, electronic and electrical accessories. If our scope includes commissioning, we train the customer directly on the system.
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